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S772 Pinnacle Trainer
SportsArt’s alternative trainer takes 
the concept one step farther.  
The results are a better all-around 
workout with plenty of other  
benefits too. Like…

Linear and lateral motion provide 
strengthening for major and minor 
muscle groups – other alternative 
trainers have only linear motion.

The self-generated power source is  
environmentally conscious and  
economically responsible. 

You get a great cardio workout, a more 
solid core for better balance and then 
there’s those head-turning glutes.

SportsArt’s S772 Pinnacle Trainer. 
Built.
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Available at Ironcompany.com®

http://www.ironcompany.com


SPECIFICATIONS WARRANTIES

Programs Commercial Warranty

Manual | Mountain | Plateau | Fat Burn | Interval | Fit Test Use Profile: High-Use Facilities 24/7

Quick Start | Cardio & Weight Loss HRC | Custom HRC Lifetime Frame

Feedback 5 Year Parts

Calories | Distance | Time | Speed | Steps | METS | WATTS 1 Year Labor

Calories/Hour | Resistance Level | HR (actual & target) Max User Weight

Heart Rate Tools 500 lbs.

CardioAdvisor™ | Custom HR | Telemetry & Contact HR

Display/Console

Dot Matrix with LEDs | ActivZone™ Icon

Integrated 3-Speed Fan

Dimensions/Weight

69”(L) x 43”(W) x 76”(H); Weight: 370 lbs.

Entertainment

USB Power Port | CSAFE Compatible | iPod® Option*

CardioActive™ Entertainment Station Option
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S772 Alternative Trainer

www.sportsartfitness.com      cs: 866.709.1750     800.709.1400

FEATURES 

The S772 features linear AND lateral motion – the only alternative 
trainer that does both

Combined forward/backward and medial/lateral motion engages both 
large and small muscle groups and improves core stability and balance

Dual-action motion burns more calories and engages more muscle groups

Cordless, self-generating design requires no external power to operate

Fingertip resistance control with 20 levels of resistance

Closed-chain movement protects joints

Contact and telemetry heart rate

Oversized footplates

10.23.12

The S772 features a visually 
stimulating LED display with 
multiple feedback options 
and challenging programs

*iPod is a registered trademark of Apple Inc., registered in the US and other countries. Not yet compatible with new Lightning connector.

A better workout, not to mention head-turning glutes.




